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Being created in the image of God implies the ability to think and communicate our thoughts. 
Humans are the only creatures who are self-conscious and hard-wired to love God with the 
mind. 
 
As humans we engage in many kinds of thought. Some are abstract thinkers who can discern 
all the particulars within a bigger picture. Others are analytical thinkers who separate a broad 
idea into its individual parts to solve complex problems. Some think outside the box and create 
ingenious processes and unusual applications. Some focus on the physical world and are 
practical thinkers. Others are interested in abstract concepts and analyzing competing truth 
claims. Others know how to think strategically to reach objectives. Some possess relational 
intelligence and understand human psychology and motivation. Still others possess artistic 
intelligence to create visual and auditory wonders. (See https://www.learning-mind.com/types-

of-thinking/.) 
 
Every day we use our minds in a multitude of ways. We assume, comprehend, consider, create, 
design, determine, discern, envision, expect, guess, imagine, intuit, judge, learn, perceive, plan, 
ponder, predict, presuppose, project, realize, revise, and visualize. Likewise, thinking enables 
us to communicate our ideas. We announce, argue, convince, discuss, debate, mention, 
present, rebuke, report, speak, and teach. 
 
According to the Bible, however, human beings always think and communicate within one of 

four ethical and spiritual contexts. 
 
 Before sin entered the world: In Eden curiosity and exploration were unhindered by any 

 kind of sinful motive. There was no limit on creativity or thought. Everything was a delight 

 and wonder waiting to be discovered. All of Adam and Eve’s intellectual capacities 
 were directed to honor God, develop creation, and bless others. They were completely 
 focused upon learning to govern God’s house and extend his reign throughout the earth. 
 This is the intellectual milieu described in Genesis 1-2. 
 
 After sin entered the world: In this “present evil age” (Gal 1:4), as Paul put it, our thinking 

 is skewed by the serpent’s view of reality (Gen 3-11). Mankind embraces worldviews 
 that produce intellectual folly, spiritual perversion, and moral deviance. We think in 
 dishonest and unethical ways. We “play God” intellectually, refusing to acknowledge his 
 revelation as the authoritative guide in all of life and learning. As Ecclesiastes says, “God 
 made man upright, but they have sought out many schemes” (7:9). As Paul wrote, “the 
 god of this world” blinds “the  minds of the unbelievers” (2 Cor 4:4). This is the 

 intellectual setting introduced in Genesis 3 and described throughout the Bible until 
 Revelation 21-22. 
 
 After we are redeemed in Christ: A mind and heart saved by Christ should be 

 characterized by humility and obedience. Our intellectual outlook should resemble the 
 psalmist’s: “O LORD, my heart is not lifted up; my eyes are not raised too high; I do 
 not occupy myself with things too great and too marvelous for me” (131:1). The proper 
 Christian intellectual orientation is “faith in search of understanding” based upon the fear 
 of the Lord (Prov 1:7). Christians should acknowledge God as superior in all things and 
 that Christ is our only wisdom. Since he is the Lord, there is no realm of knowledge that 
 is secular and nothing makes sense outside God’s perspective revealed in his word. 



 
 When we enter eternity: In heaven sin will no longer impact our minds. Our ideas and 

 motives will be liberated to serve and glorify God. Our thoughts will be characterized 
 by love and creativity. As Paul wrote, “For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to 
 face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I have been fully known” (1 Cor 
 13:12). In eternity our minds will finally enjoy the full liberty that Adam and Eve only 
 could imagine. All of our intellectual capacities will be directed to honor God, develop 

 creation, and bless others.  
 
For all these reasons, we should think about thinking very carefully according to the biblical 

worldview. We must ask ourselves these questions: 
 
How has sin affected how, what, and why I think and believe? 
 
How should I love God with “all” my mind? (Mark 12:30)  
 
How can I serve the church and extend God’s kingdom with my intellectual capacity and 
interests? 


